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Colophon
OK, I admit it. I have a profile on academia.edu only because the website sends me a notification every time someone has googled me. And
yes, I get really excited when someone from Iran or Brazil has googled
the title of my paper. Apart from this, I am not very active on social media. But I see my colleagues promoting their research online, on their
own website, on twitter, in blog posts and LinkedIn updates. What do
they get out of all these online activities? Is it worth the time it costs?
And how did they get started? Throughout this edition of InPress, you
can read how young scientists from Radboud University who are active
on social media answer these questions. Look for the grey interview
boxes!
Cheers, Gesa
My only experience with the media so far consisted of being asked to
share my “expert knowledge” on adolescent risk-taking behaviour (the
topic of my PhD research) for a documentary on teenage smoking. The
experience was not very positive, since the producers seemed to be
only focused on bad-mouthing the tobacco industry, and they tried to
schedule an appointment for a televised interview with me at a local
high school during my data collection, without even asking whether
I was interested and willing to do so. While I managed to prevent the
interview from happening in the end (after being called by the executive producer in a final attempt to persuade me), I have not been very
keen on collaborating with the media. However, after interviewing Roel
Hermans for this issue of InPress, my opinion has slightly changed. Roel
shares his experiences with appearing in the national media (including
live television) with us, and his enthusiasm is contagious. Further, his
do’s and don’ts about media appearances would have been very helpful
for me during my previous media encounter, and I am sure many of you
will benefit from it as well!
Erik
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W

elcome to the new InPress! We are
back with the biggest issue up till now.
It comes with a fresh design – thanks
to Wilde Raven Publishing, check out their
website www.wilderaven.nl –, new features and
an overarching theme: social media. Don’t worry
though, InPress still comes in the good old paper
version, so you can still relax on the couch with
it and give yourself some computer time-off. We
chose our social media-theme because social
media are everywhere. Some people say that everything you post on social media impacts your
“personal brand”, so you have to think about how
you want to be known and what you want to be
part of that brand. Others stay away from virtual
social networks altogether and plead for a focus
on how to be social instead of how to do social.
Because academic life is in constant interaction
with “normal life” it’s a timely topic: the role of
social media in academia. Some academics have
happily embraced Twitter, Facebook, Linkedin
and other media facilitated by the Internet,
whereas others stay far away from “anything
Facebook” and see it as a waste of time, as Laura
Berger puts it in her article later in this issue.
How can academics use all the different
options to share information, to network, to
communicate, to socialize through social media?
What are the benefits, what are the downfalls?
In the two central interviews in this issue
we talk to two academics: a frequent user and
a non-user. Roos Vonk tells us how she uses
different social media and how she benefits from
them in her private and professional life, and
how she stumbled a couple of times. Bart Jacobs,
aka “the privacy professor”, talks privacy issues
concerning the use of basically everything on the
Internet, including social media. Other issues
we address involve which media you choose for
which purpose, how to blog as an academic, how
the online and offline worlds merge, etc. Are all
these social tools an improvement, an opportunity to a PhD candidate or a challenge or… both?
Enjoy this issue and feel free to share!

Sophie Reinders,
editor in chief
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“I wasted my
bad words on
shale gas.”

Roos Vonk on
Social Media

By Sophie Reinders
Roos Vonk is professor of social psychology at Radboud University. She conducts and supervises scientific research
and teaches students on topics like first impressions, self-esteem, self-deception, and behaviour change. She is also
an active user of social media and has experienced the pros and cons of it. When she tweeted that she wanted to
‘slap Minister Kamp in the face’, the university board was not amused. Inpress talks to Roos Vonk on how she thinks
academics could and should engage in social media and about the possible consequences.

W

hich social media do you use and is there
a clear difference between what you share
through which medium?
I’m on Twitter, Facebook and Linkedin. On Facebook, I
have two accounts. One account is just for friends. The
other one is my author page, on which I post about
psychological research, my books, columns, and so
on. On Twitter I do basically everything. I tweet about
animal welfare, about what I see on TV, about politics.
Twitter is a bit of an
outlet for me. When
I read the newspaper
and get upset about
some injustice, then
I often tweet about
it. This is often quite ideological: I use it when I feel that
people should know there is a problem that we can’t ignore. For example, to recruit people to sign a petition. In
addition, I occasionally share something about my work:
about Radboud University, psychology, something fun
I have posted on the Internet. Altogether I think a little
over fifty percent of my tweets are about animals, the
environment and sustainability. The other half is about
people, psychology, and myself.

“I use social media
more to send than
to receive.”

In addition to Twitter, you are active on Facebook and
Linkedin where you share…
My author Facebook page is for my fans, for people who
want to know about my work and psychology in general. My other Facebook account is just like everybody
else’s, for friends, and it is visible to everyone. I get lots
of requests from fans who want to be friends. That’s
something I don’t do. I only befriend people I actually
know in real life. Furthermore I’m on Linkedin, but I’m
[2]
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not really active there. I have a few hundred connections.
I only add people whom I have seen at least once in real
life, people I already know. I also don’t add – with a few
exceptions – former students. Now that I think of it, it’s
a shame that I’m not active on Linkedin, because I would
be a good “connector”, having Linkedin contacts from
many different realms in society, such as people at the
university, people working for good causes and business
people.
Do you keep track of who follows and unfollows you?
In the beginning I had a programme for that, but not
anymore. I follow about 400 people and I have more
than 680 followers. I follow people from organizations
that I like, like animal protection, and people who have
smart things to say. I do not follow people who only
tweet “look how horrible!” or send out 100 tweets a
day. They clutter your timeline. I also follow people just
because I know them personally. I find it fun and important to know what they are doing. If I see something
that interests me, I examine the person’s page and may
follow him or her for a while, but I will unfollow again if
someone’s tweets don’t interest me.
How often do you look at your social media?
I use social media more to send than to receive. If I work
at the university, I’m busy all day. I maybe check my
accounts twice a day and scan quickly. If I’m at home
working on an article or a book, I look quite often, too
often actually. What used to be my smoke break is now
my Twitter break. It’s like having a chat at the coffee machine. It is so nice to just have a moment to take a break
when you’re in a writing flow, to have a short conversa-
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tion with someone. Such conversations I often have via a
Direct Message, a conversation that others can’t see.

started all over again. People then started criticizing me
for not saying anything about the matter!

Do you twitter with colleagues about your research in
those little conversations?
No, that happens rarely. Some of my colleagues are on
Twitter, but not active. So I don’t even notice that they
follow me until we talk in the elevator and someone says,
“Yes, I saw that on Twitter”. On Facebook, we don’t have
much work interaction either. For work, there is email.

Did you check social media to see whether they stopped
talking about you?
I looked a few times on Twitter indeed, hoping that it
was over. And every time that was still not the case. Very
depressing. It is much better now, three years later, but it
still happens sometimes. Every time someone on Twitter
disagrees with what I say, like die-hard meat eaters or
factory farmers, their response is very predictable: “Oh
well, that is Roos Vonk of the Diederik Stapel affair, we
know already that she’s a fraud”. I know by now in advance exactly when that comment is going to pop up.

Does it take you a lot of time to get attention for your
research via social media?
From my Facebook business page, where I write short
blogs about psychology, I link through to Twitter. I do
not write about studies that are still running, because
potential participants could read it. You never know if
students follow you and they are potential research participants. I do, however, write about research that I read
or that is already finished. The first lines of such a blog
will appear on Twitter.
What is the value of (social) media for your research?
I think I may be atypical as a scientist. Because I use
social media for many different things. Nijmegen colleagues are not very active on social media but across
the country there are many colleagues who use them
frequently. Then I’ll find interesting links, for example
an article colleagues wrote that I may not have read
otherwise or not so quickly. I don’t actively look for that.
But occasionally you’ll stumble across something that
you can use for your research.
Were you actively looking on social media when you were
involved in the “Stapel affair ”?
For a while, I didn’t because it was just too much. But
I have a Google subscription on mentions of my name
anywhere on the Internet. During that period I got up
to 100 notifications per day. That is so much that you
cannot read them all. Even if you wanted to…
Did all this attention startle you?
Very much. I was really just a footnote in the whole Stapel affair. I was not even in the report by the committee
that appeared later. But I opened my mouth, whereas all
others remained silent toward the media. My idea was
that I should simply explain what happened and then it
would be clear that I was just a victim of Stapel’s deceit,
like so many others. But in this case, that didn’t work.
Everything I said was twisted in the media. I realized too
late: I have to hide away and keep my mouth shut about
it. People talked about me for months. And when the
report came out, in which I was not even mentioned, it

Does that bother you?
It bothered me for a long time, but I can see it in perspective now. These people would surely disagree with
me anyway, so it does not change the discussion. People
always find a way to discredit their opponent’s arguments. I feel now that people disqualify themselves
when the Stapel affair is their only argument against my
position.
And for those people, we have the Twitter block.
Yes, and I have used that a lot, to protect myself. If I
block someone, it means: ‘I do not want to read what
you say about me’. I don’t care if they still find a way to
read my tweets. Since the Stapel affair, I blocked at least
100 people on Twitter. I have no idea how I can see who.
There was even a club of people who call themselves
“blocked by Roos Vonk”. I’ll take that as a compliment.
It means I’m important. People sometimes make a fuss
about it. Some people even put “blocked by Roos Vonk”
in their twitter description! That is pathetic, right?
You say explicitly that you want to bridge the gap between
science and practice. Can social media help?
Sometimes I read something in a scientific journal about
a study that excites me. Then I write a blog about it on
Facebook. I can do that
quickly because on
Facebook the formulations do not need to
be perfect, it is not a
column in a magazine.
The last time I put
such a little blog on
Facebook, I received a lot of responses. I thought: hey,
this is a topic that interests people. I then transformed
that blog into a column for Psychology Magazine. On
my Facebook author page, I get feedback from Facebook
which of my messages are “performing well” and that
tells me what my readers find interesting. When I write

“After the Stapel
affair I make sure
everything I do is
traceable.”
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in an accessible manner about scientific research, I always add the link to the original article. After the Stapel
affair I make sure everything I do is traceable.
Your new book “You are what you do”, is about working on
a better version of ourselves. Does that also apply to who
you interact with online?
Yes, absolutely, your social environment has an awful
lot of influence, also online. Your environment affects
what you do. So if you want to change yourself, you have
to change your environment. If you want to drink less,
surround yourself with people who drink moderately. If
you want to be friendly and constructive, interact with
friendly and constructive people, also on social media.
You have experienced the consequences of engaging with
the wrong people on social media yourself...
I’ve learned a lot. I now choose very consciously who
I follow on Facebook and Twitter and I recommend
others to do the same. People think they are the director of their own life, but our social environment has
tremendous impact on
who we are, and social
media are also part of
your environment. On
Twitter the bar is set
incredibly low regarding decent language,
nuance, reasonable
discussion. My Twitter (social media) tip is: pay close attention to your online surroundings. Follow people that
are a good example, people that inspire you! You will be
affected by them. Do not follow people out of sensationalism. In my book I’ve also written about what kinds of
things affect you on Facebook. Don’t let your standards
be lowered by your environment. Keep in mind that
those who you follow influence your timeline. When I
posted that slap-in-the-face tweet on Minister Kamp,
I was also affected by the tone of voice of many other
people on Twitter. I am more aware now that I have to
maintain my own standard, so you can follow me now
for a good example!

“What used to be
my smoke break
is now my
Twitter break.”

The University Board made you write a letter of apology
about this tweet. What have you learned from this incident?
No, they didn’t make me apologize. I agreed with them
that I crossed a boundary, in terms of language. Regarding the content the University Board would never tell
an employee what not to say. It was purely about the
tone of voice, they felt it was not appropriate and I agree.
This is related to what I said earlier about managing your
environment, even online. On Twitter, people tend to be

[4]
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blunt and direct. They only have 140 characters, so you
cannot express yourself with much nuance. On Twitter,
my slap tweet didn’t look so bad, in-between all the other
unsubtle tweets. And all tweets come and go quickly,
they are rapidly replaced by new tweets. However, the
NOS (Dutch public broadcaster) pulled the tweet out, and
then it suddenly stood isolated on their website and in the
newspaper, without a stream of tweets around it. As soon
as I saw that, I felt: oops.
What would you advice twittering PhD’s?
When you tweet something, you should always keep
in mind: what would this look like in a newspaper? If
your tweet would be taken out of context, out of the
twitter-stream, would it still be appropriate? I recommend this to everyone and certainly professors. I take
nothing back from the content of that tweet, but the
tone was not OK. I regret that I wasted my bad words
on shale gas though. Following that tweet about Kamp,
all the talk shows wanted me as an expert on shale
gas. I know nothing about that! I wish I had saved my
strong tone for something that I really care about like
animal welfare, or something on which I’m an expert. I
wanted to talk about my new book in a talk show, but
they do not invite me for that. You make a onetime slip
with a fraudster (Diederik Stapel –SR), or have a wrong
tone on Twitter and then you can appear on every TV
programme. But when you work on something for years,
and have an expert fine-grained view on it, nobody is
interested. There’s something very wrong with that. But
scolding to get attention for my book, I will not do that.
The interview was conducted in Dutch and translated by the
interviewer.

A small world in
Big Data?
Social media as a tool for research

Research

By Gesa van den Broek

I

f you randomly choose two people in the world, how many acquaintances does it take to form a
connection between the two? In the
late 1960s, the social psychologist
Milgram approached this question
together with his colleagues from
Harvard University in the famous
small world experiments1. They
sent letters to various individuals in
the United States and asked them
to forward these letters within their
personal networks. The participants got the name and some information about a target person, and
sent the letter to people they knew
who might know the target person.
Like this, the researchers discovered
that those letters that reached the
target person, passed an average of
5.2 connections2.
Forty years later, research
teams from on-line giants like
Facebook and Microsoft can use
massive amounts of data to tackle
the same question. For instance,
Microsoft published a study about
communication activities within
their instant-messaging system3.
Analyzing “properties of 30 billion
conversations among 240 million
people” they constructed “a communication graph with 180 million
nodes and 1.3 billion undirected
edges” (quote from abstract). The
average path length among Messenger users was 6.6. Facebook’s inhouse data team (which has access
to the anonymized web logs of the
full Facebook data set – every social
science PhD will get jealous, right?),
found that “92% of users were

Photo “Letters with tilt shift” by mbgrigby, https://www.flickr.com/photos/mbgrigby/3189189213.
Published under Creative Common license.

connected by only four degrees of
separation, meaning that any two
people were on average separated
by no more than four intermediate
connections; and the degrees of
freedom separating users is shrinking as Facebook grows”4. Compare
this number to the 5.2 connections
via old-fashioned snail mail – do we
have to conclude that the world is
getting smaller?
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A new world?
Social media as a subject for research

Research

By Gesa van den Broek

F

acebook as a tool for research?
Yes. But it is also a subject of
research. And the research on
social media is advancing so fast
that already large literature reviews
are published. Wilson, Gosling,
and Graham (2012)5, for example,
discuss 412 peer-reviewed empirical
articles that were published about
facebook alone. The research questions of these studies broadly fell
into one of five categories: 1. Who
is using social media, and what are
users doing while on social media?
2. Why do people use Facebook? 3.
How are people presenting themselves on Facebook? 4. How is Facebook affecting relationships among
groups and individuals? 5. Why are
people disclosing personal information on Facebook despite potential
risks? Each of these questions had
been studied by 50 to more than
100 empirical studies already in
2012, so a comprehensive summary
is beyond the scope of this edition
(and beyond your attention span).
So instead, we picked some of the
most interesting questions for you.

1. Does using Facebook make
us happy?
No, probably not. Kross and
colleagues6 text-messaged people
five times per day for two-weeks to
examine how using Facebook influenced how people feel from moment-to-moment and how satisfied
they were with their lives. More
facebook use predicted decreases in
well-being over time: “The more
people used Facebook at one time
point, the worse they felt the next
time we text-messaged them; the
more they used Facebook over twoweeks, the more their life satisfac[6]
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Photo by Jasona Howie, https://www.flickr.com/photos/jasonahowie/8583949219.
Published under Creative Common license.

tion levels declined over time.”7
However, the way in which facebook is used could matter. Burke et
al. (2010)5 found in a survey study
that users who engaged in interaction with others, reported reduced
feelings of loneliness and increased
feelings of social capital whereas users who were more passive, viewing
friends’ content without actively
engaging in interaction, reported
feelings of increased loneliness and
reduced social capital.

the numbers are even higher: More
than 50% of the Dutch population
has a facebook account. The worldwide average number of hours that
social media users spent on social
media channels everyday is 2.0
hours, and 1.3 in the Netherlands.
Want some more numbers? On
average, every minute of the day
350,000 tweets are sent, 2.4 million
google queries are made, and 100
hours of video are uploaded to
YouTube9.

2. How many people use social media?

3. What do my Facebook
Likes reveal about me?

About 2 billion. In august 2014,
it was estimated that world-wide
about 2.03 billion people are active
social media users8. That is 28% of
the total population, and almost
70% of all internet users. In Europe
and specifically in the Netherlands,

Personality, sexual orientation, race, political orientation,
amongst other things. In 2013,
Kosinski, Stillwell, and Graepel10
presented a model that predicts
detailed demographic user profiles based on their facebook likes.

Social Media Research

Developed based on a dataset of
58,000 volunteers who provided
their Facebook Likes (on average n =
170) of photos, friends, and products and completed a range of additional tests and surveys. The model
predicted a range of personal attributes “including: sexual orientation,
ethnicity, religious and political
views, personality traits, intelligence, happiness, use of addictive
substances, parental separation, age,
and gender.” A really interesting
article, but the best reason to read
it is the supplement11 which lists the
most predictive Likes. For example, the best predictors of high
intelligence include liking Thunderstorms, Science(!), and Curly
Fries, whereas low intelligence was
indicated by Sephora, I Love Being
A Mom, and Harley Davidson. Want
some more? Liking Sara Palin and
Swimming predicted higher life-satisfaction, liking Ipod or Science (oh
oh) predicted lower life-satisfaction.
Join If Ur Fat? Higher spontaneity.
I Hate Everyone, I Hate You, and I

e.g., Travers, J., & Milgram, S. (1969). An
Experimental Study of the Small World
Problem. Sociometry, 32, 425-443.
2 However, there were major problems
with the studies’ methodology. For
instance, the participants were not
representative of the general population
and the dropout rates were very high. If
you are really desperate to avoid working
on your thesis, check the criticism out
here: Kleinfeld, J. S. (2002). The small
world problem. Social Science and Public
Policy.
3 Lescovec, J. & Horvitz, E. (2008).
Planetary-Scale Views on an InstantMessaging Network. Proceedings of the
16th international conference on World
Wide Web, http://research.microsoft.
com/en-us/um/people/horvitz/
Leskovec_Horvitz_worldwide_buzz.pdf
4 Facebook. (2011). Facebook data team:
Papers. Palo Alto, CA:Facebook.
Retrieved from http://www.facebook.
com/data#!/data?sk=app_4949752878
cited in Wilson, R. E., Gosling,
S. D., & Graham, L. T. (2012). A
review of Facebook research in the
social sciences. Perspectives on
Psychological Science, 7(3), 203-220. doi:
10.1177/1745691612442904
5 (in) Wilson, R. E., Gosling, S. D.,
& Graham, L. T. (2012). A review
of Facebook research in the social
sciences. Perspectives on Psychological

Hate Police – no, not being a teenager – competitiveness! And people
who liked ‘Walking With Your Friend
& Randomly Pushing Them Into
Someone/Something’ tended to have
fewer friends. Oh well...

Box Interview # 1

Karly van Gorp
Name: Karly van Gorp
Position: PhD Student
Research topic: ICT Reading Interventions
Website: www.promoberen.nl
Uses social media to blog about her work
and life outside science
Can you explain the name of your blog
“promoberen.nl” to the non-dutch
readers?
The word promoberen is an equivoque
and consists of the words ‘promoveren’
(graduate) and ‘proberen’ (to try). The
funny thing about it is that promo-beren
also means something like teddy bears
used for promotional goals.
How did you get started blogging?
At the point when I had only one year
left to finish my dissertation. Talking to
people around me I figured that many
of my frustrations are common for PhD
students and even for people outside
the university ;). That’s when I decided
to share my knowledge with the world,
as a proper scientist would do.

1
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Science, 7(3), 203-220. doi:
10.1177/1745691612442904
Kross E, Verduyn P, Demiralp E, Park
J, Lee DS, et al. (2013) Facebook Use
Predicts Declines in Subjective WellBeing in Young Adults. PLoS ONE 8(8):
e69841. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0069841
Importantly, the reverse was not true:
People who were unsatisfied at time
point 1, did not use Facebook more until
the next measurement.
Different sources cited in “Global Social
Media Users Pass 2 Billion”, check
the numbers at http://wearesocial.net/
tag/stats/ and http://wearesocial.net/
blog/2014/01/social-digital-mobileworldwide-2014/ .
Source: Company websites and http://
www.internetlivestats.com/. Try out http://
onesecond.designly.com/ also to get an
idea of the dimensions we are talking
about here..!
Kosinski, M., Stillwell, D., & Graepel,
T. (2013). Private traits and attributes
are predictable from digital records of
human behavior Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences, 110 (15),
5802-5805 DOI: 10.1073/pnas.1218772110
http://www.pnas.org/
content/110/15/5802.full.pdf+html
(supplement material to reference 10)

What are the topics of your blog?
Most of the posts are work related, and
some of them are about my life outside
science. (Do I have one? Yes!) I use my
blog as a creative and emotional outlet.
It allows me to share my ‘struggles with
the ‘world’ ;-) And I like that I can be
creative. As a scientist writing can often
get very boring, especially with all the
rules that come with it.
How much time does the blogging cost
you?
It costs me about 20 mins per blog post.
Do you also follow other people’s blogs?
I follow other people’s blog through the
website bloglovin.com. They send you
a daily email with all the new posts on
blogs that you follow.
What is your advice to a beginning
blogger?
Never promise to write every day.
Do you have recommendations for interesting websites or accounts to follow?
Ted.com (also for their blogs).
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“They respect your privacy
just enough to not have
Bart Jacobs
you run away from them.” in Interview
By Gesa van den Broek, Erik de Water
Bart Jacobs, Professor of Software Security and Correctness at Radboud University, has a twitter account without
any followers or tweets and a LinkedIn profile without connections. However, he frequently updates his own website. With InPress, he talks about digital identity, the risks of sharing information online, and how he became a clown
working at Radboud University.

A

re you active on Social Media websites?
“No, I highly value my privacy. And in that regard,
Social Media websites are the worst. I am aware
of the importance it has for many people, though. But
I don’t feel like using it myself, I don’t need all the
chitchat. I have a smartphone but I installed only a very
minimal number of apps – and I don’t have Whatsapp
even though my children are not happy about that.
I have a personal page on the University’s website, for
professional reasons. And I think that is a perfectly fine
outlet. In my research
area – computer sciences - it is common
for researchers to have
their own webpage
on which they at least
make their publications accessible. I always tell my PhD students to ensure
that they post pdf versions of their papers on their
website. Nobody here goes to the library to read articles,
everything should be online!” There may be copyright issues with publishing your research online, but Bart Jacobs
is convinced that publishers will eventually lose this battle.
“Publishers sometimes argue with scientists about copyright issues but I think you should post your papers on
your website regardless. In a worst case scenario, you
could post the author version, which is not copy-edited
by the journal. In addition, I use Google Scholar, which
automatically tracks how often my articles get cited. I
know colleagues are also looking at this. I would encourage all PhD students to use this service.”

“It is important to
have an authoritative source.”

A lot of information can be found about you online. You
have your own website and you appear in the media quite

[8]
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often. Why do you choose to share some information, but
not other types of information?
“I mostly share professional activities. I post the slides
of presentations I have given, sometimes with links to
Youtube movies. I appear in the media regularly, and
also frequently post these appearances on my website.
Journalists love to google. Once you have appeared in the
media, it is convenient to put that on your website. And
I actively update my website. In this day and age of social
media, many things are very informal. It is important to
have an authoritative source, which is the official page
that you maintain. People who are interested in your
work will visit this page.”
What Bart Jacobs does not share online are things that
can make him vulnerable to identity theft.
“Many companies, such as insurance companies or
medical institutions, only use your date of birth and
address as a means of identifying who you are. If you
give them this information, they start giving you all sorts
of private information pretty easily. Therefore, I try to
avoid that my date of birth or address appear online. I
have also created my own linkedin- and twitter-accounts,
but just so that others can’t create them in my name. I
reject all connection requests, even from important people. When I am forced to fill out information about myself, I always fill in nonsense. On Linkedin, for example,
I registered as a clown. The website figured out that I
am working at Radboud University, so now my LinkedIn
profile says ‘Bart Jacobs, clown at Radboud University’.”
What about people who say:” I don’t care if my internet
use is being monitored, I have nothing to hide.”
“That is such an incredibly stupid and naive argument!
You would not let me install a camera in your bedroom
either, right?”

Interview | Bart Jacobs

the same plane ticket increased from €49 to more than
€100. Then I used software that makes internet users
anonymous by hiding their IP-address and managed to
book the flight for €49. The next day, I tried to replicate
all of this together with colleagues but we couldn’t do it.
This shows how difficult it is to find out how these sites
actually operate. But they don’t just keep track of your
search behavior, they also keep track of what you bought
previously, and the type of computer you use to visit
their website. When you use an expensive Apple computer
during on-line shopping, prices are higher. Many things on
the internet are free, because your personal data is being
recorded and used for commercial reasons. ”
© Radboud Universteit - Dick van Aalst.

So how is all that information that we share online used?
As an example, Bart Jacobs explains how behavioural
targeting works:
”Companies are not transparent about how they use
the data they collect. But we all know that when you
visit a webshop and look for a yellow dress, you will
see yellow dresses on other websites for weeks to come.
This is called behavioral targeting. It also happens when
you book airplane tickets, for instance. Last year I was
planning to book a vacation to Italy and looked up
tickets on-line. Over the course of the day, the price of

How do you view the future of social media? Will the trend
of sharing more and more information online continue?
“People used to say: Knowledge equals power. But in this
day and age, information equals power. When you have
information about other people, you can make money.
Social media are not designed for you, they are designed
to squeeze you out and sell information to advertisers.
Companies promote the message: ‘Privacy is over, deal
with it, you have to be transparent’. This is absurd. They
themselves are far from being transparent about how
they use the data they collect! These companies respect
your privacy just enough to not have you run away from
them.”

Can we have a bit more on....
Cyber security?
Bart Jacob’s research concentrates on correctness and security properties of software
(according to an authoritative source - his
website). Therefore, we could not refrain from
asking some questions about data security, too.
How do you protect your communication?
At our department, we study sensitive topics,
so we encrypt our e-mails to each other. We
certainly don’t use gmail to discuss our research and we use a secure e-mail system with
which we cannot read our e-mail on public wifi.
How should PhD students store their data?
On a password-protected computer, of which a
daily back-up is made automatically each night,
like in our department. This does not only protect you from losing data (which is obviously
terrible for a researcher), but also helps protect
the confidentiality of the data. For particularly sensitive data, I would say: encrypt the data. There is free software available to do
that, and if you can’t do it yourself, you should ask an IT-specialist. I think you should be aware of the sensitive nature of your data.
Funding agencies demand from researchers to carefully store their data nowadays, which means you shouldn’t put it in dropbox.
Working with computers has become such a standard part of a researcher’s skill set, that it could receive some more attention.
Especially at faculties where it is less obvious to be computer savvy. In our department, we expect everybody to be able to build
their own website, we don’t even explain how to do that. Perhaps other research institutes should provide PhD students with a
webpage on which they could add their publications. They might also give them some information on copyright and related issues.
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And the pressure to use social media increases...
“When you are not visible on Google as a company, your
existence is threatened. When you are going for a job
interview and potential employers can’t find you on
Facebook, that might be thought of as suspicious: Do
you have anything to hide? I used to ask my children
when they were younger: ‘What is more true, what they
tell you on
the news
or in the
commercials?’ On
social media,
it is difficult to distinguish between facts and opinions.
Newspapers are clear about that, they have special
opinion sections, and they are known to be left-wing or
right-wing. But do we know whether Google is rightwing or Yahoo is left-wing?“

“Do we know whether
Google is right-wing or
Yahoo is left-wing?”

The interview was conducted in Dutch and translated by the
interviewer.
Professor Jacobs has held a number of inspiring talks, which
you can find on his website http://www.cs.ru.nl/~bart/. We
highly recommend the talk that he gave at the Treaties
of Nijmegen ceremony. Don’t miss the one reason why he
might join Facebook after all!
Update from September 12: VOX reports that professor
Jacobs has received a grant from NWO, KPN and SURFnet
to study ways to protect our online privacy. Congratulations,
this is good news for all of us internet users!

Box Interview #2

Adam Lobel

Name: Adam Lobel
Position: PhD Student
Research topic: Positive effects of gaming on mental health.
Website: https://twitter.com/GrowingUpGaming
Uses social media to publish movies
of his talks and to get in contact with
gamers, and to twitter on ideas and
research.
How do you use social media?
I have a youtube account on which I
post talks that I gave about my research,
and I post links to interesting papers and
research ideas on twitter. This allows
me to use twitter as a sort of logbook
of ideas.
My followers are mostly other researchers and gamers. Recently, one of
the big names from my field of research
started following my twitter account.
What are the benefits of your online
activities for your research?
I have received invitations to give talks
through my twitter contacts, and I used
a video message on youtube to recruit
participants for my research.
What do you think about professional
networks like Linkedin?
LinkedIn seems to be very popular in the
Netherlands but it is not so well-known
in the US (Ed: Adam comes from the
US). I have the impression that it is not
used as much in the academic world as
in business. So it might be more useful
if you want to continue your career outside the academic world after your PhD.
What is your advice to a beginning social
media user?
Use the same name for different social
media accounts and link them to each
other. Put you twitter account on your
business card and on the first slide of
your presentations. Like this, people can
more easily find you online.

Cartoon by Gesa Kappen, www.facebook.com/lifeofanillustratingscientist
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Mapping Social
Networks: An
Ordinary Habit1
A comparison between ‘old’ and ‘new’ social
network mapping services
By Sophie Reinders
While we may think that social media are a modern invention, they were already in use 400 years ago in the form
of so-called alba amicorum, friendship books in which people collected inscriptions by friends and family. Interestingly, like Facebook, these alba had their origin in the world of universities.

A short history of the album
amicorum

I

t is generally accepted that the
origin and history of the album
amicorum is correlated with the
world of the university, especially
that of the Protestant University
of Wittenberg. Martin Luther was
a lecturer at this university and
regularly received books from
students – such as their Bibles and
hymn collections – with the request
to give an inscription. The popularity of collecting inscriptions grew
rapidly. In order to create more
space for inscriptions, some books
included blank sheets. Somewhat
later, bindings were used with only
blank sheets, and these functioned
as alba amicorum. These bindings
did not only include contributions
by professors: students were asked
to write something as well. Students’ alba thus became collections
of signatures from professors and
other students.
Alba amicorum were not just
kept by men. In the 16th and early
17th century noblewomen collected songs, poems and adages from
friends and family whom they met
in their domestic setting in their
friendship books. Women’s alba tell

A typical page in a woman’s album.

a different story than men’s. They
do not provide a recollection of the
wanderings of a student or a group
of continuously changing fellow
students. Women travelled less
often than men and usually stayed
in the same location for a long time,
ordinarily their family home. A
woman’s album therefore has a very
different character and was used
more as a guestbook, a personal

songbook (though printed songbooks were already in circulation)
or a combination of both. It seems
to have been more of a personal
document that reveals a network of
family, friends and acquaintances
who actually visited the house of
the owner at least once – in contrast with the alba of men, which
were full of interesting names, of
persons briefly met while travelling,
InPress Magazine [ 11 ]
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but not necessarily of close contacts
and/or houseguests.

Parallels between then and
now
Media archaeologists would – if
they knew these sources – consider
women’s alba amicorum as an early
form of social media to visualize
(historical) relationships between
young adolescents. We could
consider an album amicorum as a
social network mapping service, like
Facebook.
Social network sites are
application systems that
offer users functionalities
for identity management (the
representation of the own
person e.g. in form of a profile) and which furthermore
enable them to keep in touch
with other users (and thus
the administration of their
contacts).
The research on women’s alba has
uncovered a couple of close networks of a group of women’s alba,
their owners and inscribers. Many

contributors wrote in multiple
alba and kept an album themselves.
(Groups of) alba show us a network
of friends and acquaintances with
many shared connections. It is the
same kind of web of connections
that we see on Facebook nowadays.
People are members of peer groups
that map their social connections
via a social network mapping
service. Sociological research has
shown that connections articulated
on modern social network sites
often begin as reflections of already
existing communities in real life.
This seems to be the case with
women’s alba as well. For example
many album owners lived close to
each other and share more than
60 inscribers. What other parallels
exist between features and functions of Facebook and the alba
amicorum?

A multimedia platform
Facebook is a multimedia platform,
which means that it brings various
forms of media together in one
place. Users can share movies, photos, (pop)songs, hyperlinks, texts
and even games with each other.

Multimediality seems a specific
aspect of the Internet, but the alba
had a similar character. Alba were
used to share poems, lyrics, pictures, emblems, paintings and other
types of inscriptions (sometimes
originals, sometimes copied from
e.g. songbooks). In a way they are
also multimedia platforms. There
seems to be a parallel between the
mechanism, and apparently the
need or the wish to share (cultural)
inscriptions in a semi-public way–
you select your network of friends
that can see your wall or read your
album –, between then (alba) and
now (Facebook).

Be nice!
Although cyber-bullying does
exist, people are supposed to (and
generally do) post nice things on
one another’s walls. They post
songs, texts, etc. that the “owner”
of the profile is expected to like.
Users can decorate their walls and
manage their online identity. They
can delete negative or unsuitable
messages. Album owners expected
nice content too. This appears in,
for example, the third album of
Joanna Bentinck, who writes in the
beginning of her album:
This book belongs to Joanna
Bentinck. Whoever does not
want to write anything nice
in it, had better stay out of it.
We find in other alba similar warnings, or rather, encouragements, to
write something appropriate and
nice for the album owner.

Agnes Ripperda is in a relationship with Volkhardt van
Haddien

Different aspects of a lover (like melancholia and jealousy) expressed in a drawing and poem.
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On Facebook it is very common
to indicate who your partner is
(“is in a relationship with…”) and
people flirt by sharing posts. In
alba we find expressions of existing relationships, for example by

Historical Social Media

couples writing on the same page.
In the album of Agnes Ripperda,
her sister Anna and her husband
Volkhardt van Haddien, write their
inscription on the same page. Anna
also makes it very clear that she
is married to Volckaert by adding
to her name: ‘genant von haddyn,
frau zu knerrienhausen’ [called Von
Haddyn, wife of Knerrienhausen].
We see this in many alba: contributors indicating whom they belong
to and writing on the same page.

Margaretha has invited you
to an event
As on Facebook, alba include
reminders of parties (on Facebook
often illustrated with photographs).
The Overijssels Liedboek – a woman’s
album kept by Margaretha Haghen
– includes, on folio 183v, traces of
the party of the night before:
In Shrovetide, on day two,
We guests wrote this for you
And could not leave for
home,
So tipsy we’d become;
Love made us so bedottled
We left nothing in the bottle.
This inscription in the album of
Margaret was accompanied by
many contributions, suggesting
that many friends attended the
party and stayed overnight.

Plus ça change, plus c’est la
même chose?
So there seem to be quite a few parallel practices and characteristics
of sharing cultural content within
friendship networks between alba
amicorum and Facebook. But has
nothing changed? No. Of course,
a lot has changed over time. As
historians we can always select
material and make the present look
like the past or the past look like
the present. There are similarities
but there are also many differences.
Cultural practices never simply

adapt to new technological conditions, but always inherently change
along with the technologies and the
potentialities of their use.
Facebook is a digital medium while
alba are an analogue medium. Its
users are dependent on whether
their friends use it or not; if not,
they cannot connect with them. In
contrast, someone could write in
an album without being an album
owner him- or herself. It is possible to post an “inscription” on
Facebook from any place in the
world with a computer and Internet
access, while album owners were
dependent on the people they knew
and met in real life. For inscribing
an album it was necessary to be
physically near the album. On sites
like Facebook, users can post something on someone’s wall, without
asking his or her permission first.
“Owners” can, however, delete a
post afterwards. Album owners
could only “delete” a post by ripping
out the page or striking out the inscription. Facebook does more than
the documentation of your social
network and sharing inscriptions.
Users can now directly communicate with their friends with the chat
programme. In the case of the alba,
users could obviously only chat
with each other directly, “in real life”
or through letter writing. And there
are more differences, of course.
So, indeed, there are differences too,
but the characteristics of sharing
(music, texts: diverse contributors
drawing material for their entries
from a corpus of known texts) and
the desire to share – and at the
same time map a social network
– does not seem to have changed
radically. For better or worse,
people judge others based on their
associations: group identities form
around networks and are reinforced by the collective tastes and
attitudes of those who identify with
the group. The groups around social network mapping services now

and then share common values that
are based on, intensified and affirmed through social contact, and
articulated and affirmed through
the process of sharing songs and
other inscriptions and making the
network visible.
Teens gather around social network
services for a variety of purposes,
including gossip, supporting or
attacking one another, jockeying
for status, collaborating, sharing
information, flirting, joking, and
goofing around as well as to negotiate identity. Because of the alba’s
heterogeneous origins, alba are a
unique record of a young noblewoman’s social circle with the texts
of her time.
The comparison between
historic and contemporary social
media tells us something about
young women and men four
hundred years ago, but also about
ourselves. Nowadays we seem to
live in a “cut and paste culture”, a
culture of file sharing. Marcus Boon
even states in his book In Praise of
Copying that copying is an essential
part of being human. He proclaims
that the ability to copy is worthy
of celebration, and states that we
can neither understand the world
we live in nor ourselves, without
recognizing how integral copying
is to being human. Women’s alba
amicorum with their collection of
(often copied) songs, shared poems
and travelling (between alba) of
images, seem to indicate that Boon
has a point when he states that
copying and sharing “seems to be in
our DNA”.

1

This article is a much abridged version
of an article that will appear in the essay
collection Intersections, which will be
published by Brill later this year.
Marcus Boon, In Praise of Copying,
Harvard University Press 2010.
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Appearing on live
TV to present
your research

An interview
with Roel
Hermans

By Erik de Water
“Watching is eating” were the headlines of the newspapers after Roel Hermans, now post-doc at the Department
of Developmental Psychopathology at Radboud University, published his PhD thesis. One of his key findings was
that women imitate the eating behavior of their companions. A finding that, once submitted in a press release,
garnered a lot of media attention. Roel was interviewed for national newspapers and even landed an interview on
“De wereld leert door”, a nationally broadcast tv-show. Erik from InPress talked to Roel about this experience and
about the do’s and don’ts of press releases, uncut TV interviews and keeping control of what is published about
your work.

R

oel’s appearance on “De wereld leert door” was exciting and nerve-wracking at the same time. First,
the 12-minute interview was practiced without a
studio audience present. Subsequently, the interview
was conducted in front of an audience. The interview
was not broadcast live, so when Roel’s nerves caused him
to misspeak at the beginning of the interview, he expected the director to yell cut, and restart the interview.
“I was quite surprised when the interview continued
without interruption, since it turned out that everything
would be taped in one take.”
Beforehand, Roel had thought of the main message
he wanted to get across, which is something he would
recommend to other PhD’s who are doing interviews
as well. Due to his nerves, he went along with the
interviewer’s questions a bit more than he would have
liked. Nevertheless, he was satisfied with his appearance,
which has greatly enhanced the visibility of his research.
More than 25.000 people have watched the online
version of his interview, and many more have watched
it on tv. However, despite the advantages of such public
appearances, there are some disadvantages as well. In
Roel’s case, this consisted of sarcastic comments made
on Twitter.
Roel’s media appearances started after the Radboud University’s Science Communication department issued a
press release about his research, which was sent to both
local and national newspapers and news websites (e.g.,
nu.nl). Roel encourages researchers to write their own
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press release and send it to the Science Communication
department if they have recently published research that
might be of interest to a broad audience. He adds that
you should always keep control of what is written about
your research, and therefore you should always ask to
check the press releases before they are issued by the
Science Communication department. Furthermore, you
should be prepared for a quick response by the media
after a press release has been issued. “You could receive
a phone call from a producer with the request to appear
on a tv-show or radio show the same night.” One media
appearance can also lead to another one. For instance,
Roel was asked for the interview on “De wereld leert
door” after one of the producers had read his interview
for NRC Next.
In addition to appearing in the national media, Roel is
also very active on Twitter, on which he has one account
(@RCJ_H) that he uses for both personal and scientific purposes. His followers include colleagues, friends,
nutritionists, and also media outlets such as Psychology
Magazine. Roel would highly recommend other PhD
students to start using Twitter. It has not only made
him and his research more visible (he appeared in the
Radboud University Twitter Top 100, for instance), it has
also led to collaborations with other researchers, such
as a recent collaboration with colleagues from Utrecht
University. Roel does warn that you should always be
aware that your tweets are out there for the world to see.
He learned that the hard way himself, when he tweeted
about a student’s answer to an exam question, which

Interview | Roel Hermans

contained a confession about the student’s own drug
use. Although he only wrote that he thought the answer
was quite interesting, he received a rather furious e-mail
from the student soon after he posted the tweet, with a
screenshot of his Twitter feed attached.
Roel has not received any media training, but he
does prepare for interviews with an employee of the
Science Communication department. Recently, the university even arranged a training in debating for him after
he was asked to participate in a debate on obesity for the
tv-show Arena. Unfortunately, he did not end up taking
part in the debate, since the tv-producers had already
found another suitable debater. This illustrates how fast
and fickle the world of television can be. “If you don’t
respond to an interview request immediately, chances
are that the producers have already found a replacement
for you within an hour”.
Overall, Roel would highly recommend PhD students
to be active on Twitter and to appear in the media. It is
not only fun, it can also help expand your network and
contribute to establishing collaborations with other
researchers or companies. Appearing in the media is also
something that distinguishes you from your peers, and
therefore looks great on your CV when applying for a
grant. However, media appearances alone are obviously
not enough to receive a grant.
Roel acknowledges that appearing in the media
should fit your research and your personality, and might
therefore not be for everyone. Moreover, you should be
careful in selecting which type of show you are comfortable in appearing on. Roel declined a request from
Pauw & Witteman (a late night talkshow) for instance,
since this would require him to not only give his opinion
about his research, but also about current events and
news stories completely unrelated to his work or expertise.

5 tips on dealing with the media:
1.

Send out a press release if you have interesting results – but ask to read it before it
is issued.

2.

Be prepared to respond quickly

3.

Think about what your message is

4.

Practice the interviews, the science communication department might help.

5.

Think about which shows you want to
do. Some might require you to give your
opinion on news stories unrelated to your
research.

Box Interview #3

Esther Rozendaal

Name: Esther Rozendaal
Position: Assistant Professor
Research topic: Persuasive Communication
Website: http://www.bitescience.com/
Uses social media for her company Bitescience, which summarizes research for
professionals and interested laymen
What is Bitescience and how did you get
started with it?
I started the website Bitescience together
with my former thesis supervisor Moniek
Buijzen. On this website, we translate recent
publications about youth and media consumption into short vignettes that summarize the key results for a general audience.
The texts are brief and accessible.
The target audience of the website are
all professionals involved with youth. Initially
we planned to let users pay for access to
the website and use the revenue to finance
more research. However, this did not work
because people did not want to pay to use
the website. Now the website is financed
through small valorization grants and the
profits from a book that we wrote.
What are the responses to the website?
Colleagues usually respond very positively
to the idea of the website. Not everybody is
enthusiastic about having their own research
summarized on the website, though, because
the posts are brief summaries that necessarily leave out some of the details.
What is your advice for beginning users of
social media?
Do it, use it! Social media is really helpful for
your career! Funding agencies like NWO like
it if you reach out to the public, it is a lot of
fun and it makes your audience bigger!
How do you make your online activities
known to others?
You can use your own network, twitter,
conferences, other blogs like mediawijzer.net
or newsletters (like Playscience).
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On the Loose...
On the WWW:
blogging
A Column
By Laura Berger
It’s a timely and controversial topic: the role of social media in academia (sociademia?). Some academics have
happily embraced Twitter, Blogspot and other media facilitated by the internet, whereas others stay far away from
“anything Facebook” and see it as a waste of time. As an avid Tweeter yet non-blogger myself, I asked two bloggers,
Eva Lantsoght (former PhD candidate in Concrete Structures at TU Delft) and Femke Kok (former PhD candidate
in Philosophy at Radboud) to explain the perks of being a PhD blogger. PhD coach Arjenne Louter gives her take on
why, what and how to blog as a PhD.

E

va Lantsoght (phdtalk.blogspot.com) started her
blog in the second year of her PhD: “I noticed
there was so much that I learned through trial
and error – and I wanted to share that with other PhD
students who might run into the same issues. When you
start a blog, you will notice how rewarding deliberate
writing practice can be, and how that can improve your
academic writing as well. As I practice writing through
blogging, I noticed that sentences flow more easily when
I attempt at writing an academic paper. Moreover, by
reflecting upon writing regularly, and trying to distill my
best practices to describe in a blog post, I have a clearer
perception of what really works for me when I need to
crank out a paper”.

Eva Lantsoght:
http://PhDtalk.blogspot.com
My blog is a combination of all aspects that are
part of the life of a PhD student. I use it as the main
forum to share slides of my presentations, to list my
publications, and to write about conferences that I
attended. Moreover, I discuss the soft skills that are
part of the process of doing research – every Tuesday I host a post from the Writers’ Lab, which discusses the skill of writing from a broad perspective.
Finally, I add more general posts on staying healthy
and sane during the stressful in your life that PhD
studies can be; these are the Silver Linings series.
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Femke Kok (filosofischmannetje.blogspot.com) blogs
because she loves to write and ‘be read’. “My blogs are
not utterly highbrow and they are not a continuation
of my academic work. In other words, they don’t serve
career purposes. The unpretentious reason is that I
love to write, whereas in academic writing the slots for
creativity are limited. Thinking up vivid examples in
order to illustrate medieval syllogistic reasoning is surely
not enough to live my creative life to the fullest. I enjoy
writing stories, poems, juicy anecdotes, well-considered
opinions about what hit me in the papers (or not very
well-considered provocative propositions). What is more,
I sometimes think that things ought to be said. Sometimes, I am not able to go to bed before all wrongs are
made right, and before the sophism in a (public) debate
is exposed”. Femke does not blog for the sake of exposure: “I do not consider myself part of the World Wide
Web in-crowd, the growing number of people spreading
their instant opinions about every actual or potential
news-fact all over the internet all day long. With some
exceptions, my posts are read by an insignificant number
of faithful followers and I am fine with that. So far, it
seems that I am neither going to be famous nor rich by
writing blog-posts, and yet I keep on blogging. Because
I just can’t stop. Like Descartes said: ‘blogito ergo sum’”.
However, blogging can help to increase your visibility,
as she found out. She was asked to appear for a Dutch
television show after she wrote a post about ‘the nonsense of top-class sport for women’. “Related to the case
of the athlete Caster Semenya, I argued for the abolition
of top-class sport for women, given the impossibility to
define ‘womanhood’ in settings where ‘questionable cases’ are benefitting from their condition, like in top-class
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sport.
Some
time Femke Kok:
later I
Personal blog:
re- http://femkekok.blogspot.nl/
Opinion and philosophy:
http://filosofischmannetje.blogspot.com
Since 2009 I have been writing a blog with stories,
drawings and personal observations and anecdotes, and recently I started my second blog,
devoted to (light-) philosophy and opinion.

ceived a telephone call by a journalist from ‘Nieuwsuur’
who asked me to comment upon the new Testosterone
Rules for women determined by the athletics federation.
Unfortunately, I didn’t hear the invitation on my voicemail until the next day”.
One can wonder how to manage keeping a blog
beside working on a PhD and all other important things
in life. Eva follows a particular strategy: “Before PhD
Talk, I had other blogs, but I never really managed to
post frequently or keep them up. Now, I usually write
posts ‘in bulk’ during a weekend that is not so busy, and
then I schedule them to appear on the blog during the
designated posting days. Blog posts on PhD Talk come
out on Tuesdays (Writers’ Lab series), Thursdays and
Sundays (Silver Linings series). Overall, I spend between
20 minutes and an hour on writing a post – maximum 2
hours when the topic takes some extra internet research
to find the right links and background sources. However,
fiddling with the layout of the blog, keeping up with the
Facebook page of the blog, tweeting links and all additional tasks take up a good chunk of time as well”.
So would they advise others to start a blog? Eva
would: “I would advise every PhD student to blog –
there’s no need to start your own blog if you think that
might take too much of your precious time, but you can
start a shared blog in your research group or department,
or write guest posts for other blogs as your inspiration
comes”. Despite the time effort, the advantages – writing practice, increasing visibility, informing and helping
others – do seem very appealing.
Arjenne Louter, PhD coach, strongly recommends blogging. Despite an initial warning - “as for everything you
put on the internet, be aware that it’s there for everyone
to see and to read”, she states that “other than that, I
think blogging is a great tool for PhD-students. More
and more academics do it, more and more PhD students
do it. Using a video blog (look for instance at the great
video blogs of the English Open University) or a text
blog. Even the Guardian published already two years ago

a list of the hottest science blogs. So my advice is TO
BLOG!”.
Convinced and ready to start your own blog? Next, you
find Arjenne’s advice on why, how and what to blog.
Question 1: Why is it a good idea to blog?
There are a lot of good reasons for it, I list a few:
• It makes your academic footprint grow
• You become known as an expert in your field
• You learn to think differently about your research
• You can inspire other people
• You can globalize your research
• It helps expand your network
• It gives inspiration
• You get feedback
• Writing becomes easier
• And to make sure this point come across I repeat ‘Writing becomes easier!’
• You can be shy and still become famous
• It’s fun!
Question 2: How to do it?
If you want to blog, there are several options. An easy,
straightforward way is this:
• Register a domain name for your blog, choose a provider that supports WordPress
• Install WordPress
• Install a (free) theme to change the visual lay out of
your blog
• Edit your home page
• Write your first blog
• Find a picture via Flickr.com or Photopin.com
• Let the world know you are out there!
Look for instructions on YouTube; it’s all there! And if
you master the technology, write content and built a
community, all core success ingredients are present!
Question 3: What to write about?
There are many topics you can write about. Like
• Your research:
– What went well, what went wrong?
– Interesting facts & figures
– Interesting concepts
• You:
– What went well, what went wrong?
– What have you encountered?
– What can other people learn from it?
• Your university
• Your PhD journey
• And so on…!
So just start to brainstorm and make a list of 10 subjects
you can write about or make a mind map.
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Question 4: What’s a good blog post?
A good blog post has a few ingredients:
• It is short
• It covers one subject
• It is personal
• It has a good heading and good subtitles
• Complex details are translated into plain English

© Text by Arjenne Louter, The Dutch PhD Coach. You can
subscribe to her free eZine at http://www.thedutchphdcoach.
com or at http://www.louterpromoveren.nl for the Dutch
version. Arjenne: “Do you want to become a successful
academic? Want to make sure you finish your thesis successfully and in time? Then subscribe to my eZine and you will
receive good stuff and lots of tips and tricks, including (free)
activities”.

Question 5: How to start?
I suggest: just give it a try!
• By using the list of subjects you made with question 4
• By writing a post every week (or two) for the coming
two months (just in Word)
• By seeing what that brings you
• And then decide: GO or NO GO

Box Interview #4

Gesa Kappen
Name: Gesa Kappen
Position: PhD Student
Research topic: The effects of Mindfulness on Romantic Relationships
Website: www.facebook.com/lifeofanillustratingscientist
Uses social media to publish her illustrations on her life and the academic world on facebook.
What do you like most about social media?
Whether it’s science or art, I like that social media enable the dialogue between experts and starters. As a starting illustrator, I have
many questions. Following brilliant artists on Twitter gave me insights into their work and oftentimes, they were happy to answer
my questions or even meet me in real life.
How did you get started using social media?
After my masters I was unemployed for some months. That’s when people told me I should put my drawings on the Internet. I
started by following artists on Twitter. My most pressing question was ‘how do you become a professional illustrator?’. After my
first very positive response (a handwritten letter from illustrator Marloes Devries), I became addicted to ‘stalking’ artists on Twitter
and Facebook. Some months later I had gained enough confidence to throw some drawings out into the world.
How do you find the people you follow on twitter?
Finding people goes very automatically. You need just one person that has the same interest as you and from there, you’ll find more
and more. Especially on Twitter, finding people is very easy because it suggests people to you that you may find interesting based
on people you are already following.
What is your advice for others interested in social media?
Don’t underestimate the time it costs. Following people can already be very time consuming but if you want to be active out there,
you have to be up to date and you have to interact. Otherwise, people lose interest and you’ll be forgotten easily. If you want to
run an active account that attracts people, you have to block social media time in your schedule (which I don’t, as you can tell from
the lack of recent activity on my account..).
How much time does it cost you?
When I started, I spent at least one third of my day on Facebook and Twitter but that changed when I became a PhD student. Now
I prefer to go to events and talk to artists face to face and to minimize computer time during the weekends. I would like to draw
more and get more stuff online, though. My PhD is on romantic relationships and mindfulness. I am sure that it is a brilliant subject
to draw funny things about. When inspiration has gripped me, I will make the time.
Recommendations for interesting websites or accounts to follow?
I love the Journal Doodles by Marloes Devries (http://marloesdevries.tumblr.com/; @marloesdevee), the illustrations are imperfect
and naive and make me smile. I also follow Rennée Kurilla, an american illustrator, who tells a lot about her life as an illustrator on
twitter (@reneekurilla), her work is superb. Of course, I am also a big fan of phd comics (http://phdcomics.com/comics.php; @
phdcomics).
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Merging
Spaces
By Gesa van den Broek

What would you do if all of a sudden your twitter posts appeared in print in front of your window or next to the
bus stop where you typed them into your phone? In her Merging Spaces project, the Dutch artist Joyce Overheul
(‘s-Hertogenbosch, 1989) confronted people with exactly this situation. She localized public twitter messages to
establish their geographical origin and brought them back to this location - offline, using ordinary paper stickers.

“

Sharing so much of our lives online
causes our online and offline worlds
to merge”, Joyce argues in an essay
that accompanies her art project,
“Our own actions link these two, and
they will eventually be challenging to
separate. One of the main differences
between the two worlds is that it is
more difficult to define the border between public and private online.” She
describes her work as a social experiment: “Does our behaviour change
when going from online to offline
spaces? One way to find out is to see
what happens when we combine online and offline worlds.” In this case,
by printing publicly published Tweets
and spreading them in the surroundings of their authors, using geographical coordinates published with the
messages. In the documentation of
the project, Joyce also included some
of the responses that people – of
course - posted on twitter (“Just like
that people are sticking pictures of
my sister throughout the city, wtf”).
But doesn’t her project compromise
the authors’ privacy? Joyce argues
that the messages were already in the
public domain, “However, this was
an online public domain, and all I did
was increase the range to public spaces in the offline world; Parks open to
the public, garbage bins, and public
bathrooms.”

For her Merging Spaces project, Joyce Overheul printed public twitter posts on paper stickers
and placed them at the location where they were originally written: Bus stops, benches,
garbage bins, parks.

This Advertisement for The
World’s Most Exclusive Membership lured more than 1200
people into sharing their personal
information on www.theworldsmostexclusivemembership.com
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Merging Spaces

How readily we share information
online was also the topic of a different project, which Joyce presented
at the Moscow Biennale in 2013:
The World’s Most Exclusive Membership. She made a simple website
with a subscription form and spread
folders and a few merchandising pens with a link. If you go to
the website, you find a form that
requires various personal details to
start a subscription process (including name, address, “are you left- or
right-handed?” and “do you believe
in god?”). The clue: No information
is given about the membership and
the section ”terms” of the website
is completely empty. After filling in
the application form users receive
a code to verify their email address
but this code will always generate

an error, after which the website
will ask you to apply again. In
other words, the membership is so
exclusive that it excludes everyone,
but meanwhile collects private
information about the users. On her
website, Joyce writes that “Lots of
people applied multiple times, some
tried even more than 40 times. In
total more than 1200 people tried
to become a member, despite not
knowing what the membership was
actually about.”

© Sabine Metz

You can read more about Joyce’s work
on her website http://www.j-o-y-c-e.
com/. Check out the project in which
she followed someone who shared so
much about himself on Twitter and
Instagram, that she could write a
novel about it!

News from PON, the PhD Organisation Nijmegen
The PhD Organisation Nijmegen (PON) is the consultative body for all PhD candidates at
the Radboud University and the Radboudumc. PON members represent the interests of PhD
candidates and regularly organise social and educational activities during which you can meet
fellow PhD candidates from the whole university. In this December edition, they look back on
the year 2014.
Dear fellow PhD candidates,
2014 has been an exciting year for PON. We have been active to represent your interests both at the national level – for example,
through the Dutch PhD Network PNN - and at university level. With an active board and five members in the works council, we
work hard to improve the position of PhD candidates in Nijmegen and to put topics that are important for PhD candidates on the
university’s agenda.
And we are also here to help making your time in Nijmegen as pleasant as possible! To this end, the activities commission regularly
organises social events. If you missed our popular pub quiz on 13 November, make sure to be there next time! On our website, we
provide important information for PhD candidates: www.ru.nl/pon
What have we been up to this year? PON has conducted surveys and talked to policy makers on topics like internationalisation,
Dutch language use, and the quality of PhD courses. We have also co-organised a debate about the difficult career perspective
of (young) scientists. We regularly meet with PhD representatives of different faculties and research institutes to stimulate the
exchange of information and ideas.
Join us! On our website you can find pictures and bios of all board members and of the works council members. There is still
room for other PhD candidates to join the board! If you are passionate about bringing people together, spending time “behind the
scenes” of the university and having fun, then we are looking for you! Please contact us at pon@ru.nl - you are always welcome to
join a meeting or talk to one of us first if you would like more information.
Stay up-to-date If you are not yet on our mailing list, please subscribe with your RU or Radboudumc account via http://mailman.
science.ru.nl/mailman/listinfo/pon
You can also follow us on the social media to stay in the loop about the latest news and upcoming activities on Facebook and
LinkedIn.
We look forward to continuing our work in 2015, and hope many of you will get involved.
Best wishes on behalf of PON,
Johanna de Vos (PON communication & PR officer)
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